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What jurisdiction is this? 

 

11 
million 

hectares of forest land  

1% 
growth 

per year in forest growth (storing carbon) 

48 
million 

tonnes of CO2e absorbed annually 

 

Supports a thriving, modern, rapidly growing  
bio-economy   

 

68 
million 

m3 / year of sustainable forest harvest 
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Unfortunately it is not BC…  

 

57 
million 

hectares of forest land  

58 
million 

m3 / year of future saw log harvest 

62 
million 

tonnes/year of CO2e from forest fires 

5-8 
million 

tonnes/year of CO2e from slash pile burning  

 

BC’s bio-economy struggles to get sufficient, 
affordable fibre 
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… But, BC could be even better. 

 

 

 

1) Inferred based on Germany’s experience with different policies and forest management practices. Based on 57 
million hectares at growth of 5.5 m3 per hectare, harvesting 70% of the annual growth increment and almost 
entirely eliminating forest fires and slash burning 

 

BC has the potential to be a global bio-economy leader if it 
adopted a different view towards its forests and related policies 

Germany British Columbia 

Forest 
Resource 

Annual 
Harvest 

Forest 
Resource 

Annual 
Harvest 

Expected 

11million 

hectares 

57million 

hectares 

68  

million m3 
58  

million m3 

Annual 
Harvest 

Potential(1) 

220  

million m3 



 

It is simple for BC to increase its harvest! 

From a Biomass Point of view. 
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           Improve Fibre Utilization 

Wood Waste 

STEP 

1 

1/3 of BC pulp mills             
total fibre needs 
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         Focus on Forest Thinning 

• Non-sawlog focus 

• Removal of excess fuel reduces the intensity of forest fires 

• Apply to all areas including some parks  

Thinning Programs are not  a short term saw log creator, but meant to focus on removal of dead trees, improved spacing  and density 
management.  Improving forests long term ability to be a carbon sink and allow for forest fires to be more easily extinguished.  Long term benefits 
in addition to carbon sequestration, include increased sawlog quality and volume, air quality improvements and significant increases in jobs and 
exports.  

 

Create CO2 sequestration and reduce fire intensity 

Before After 

STEP 

2 



Address saw log centric policy barriers 
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Manual Measuring is Costly 

• Samples of delivered logs must be laid out and manually checked 
and measured  

 

 

 

One truck load of pulp logs can carry 1,200 logs 

BARRIER 

1 

Non-sawlog consumers would need to pay and measure wood on a simple per tonne basis reducing the cost of complex measuring 
rules and sampling. 

Eliminate Sampling. 
Use a simple weigh scale to measure wood instead.  
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• Logs delivered to pulp mills get charged saw log stumpage  
̶ Stumpage are fees charged by government for logs 

• A sawmill can’t use either of these logs; however, by government 
rules… 

Defined as a “saw log”                     
stumpage  =   $62.75/m3 

Flawed “Biomass Log” Definition  
BARRIER 

2 

Defined as a “pulp log”                           
stumpage  =   $0.25/m3 

Delivering BC biomass is like playing a game of roulette… 

1 2 
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Benefits of Full Fibre Utilization 

 

Renaissance of Investment in Rural BC 

• Increased re-investment in existing facilities 

• New investments in opportunities like liquid bio-fuels 

• Move from contraction to expansion 

Substantial green-house-gas emission reductions  

• Change BC Forests into a net carbon storage 

• Create affordable feedstock opportunities for large scale 
production RNG and liquid bio-fuels 
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Closing Remarks 

• Challenges facing BC are not new 

• Climate change makes implementing these solutions critical 

• Through Full Fibre Utilization we can: 

1) Save 45 million tonnes / year of CO2e emissions from fires 

2) Create and increase employment across rural BC 

 

The time is now to take bold, meaningful steps 
to create a thriving bio-economy 


